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MARKETING FRAMEWORK
The marketing framework uses the results from your research, eg:
●
80% of our products are bought by 10% of our customers
●
5% of our customers are unprofitable
●
X brand is only profitable in Northern Europe
●
Our competitors are moving out of market sector A and into B
●
Our customers are 20 years older than we thought
From this you can identify:
●
Which are your best and most profitable products, services or market sectors
●
Which sectors have the most growth potential
●
How to improve your offering to sell more
●
Who you actually need to reach with your message
You can then look at how you reach customers in those target markets, profitably using
the right mix of tactics. In some organisations, the phrase Marketing Mix is used to refer to
the combination of tactics and channels you will use to communicate your message.
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MARKETING MIX
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STEPS TO SETTING UP
1a Analyse your company (SWOT)
1b Analyse the markets
(segmentation)
1c Establish marketing
policy (general rules)
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1a SWOT ANALYSIS
This term stands for analysis of:

S trengths
Weaknesses
O pportunities, and
T hreats
This is the pre-strategic analysis that must be undertaken. The information yielded allows
the strategy to address the issues uncovered (playing to strengths, correcting
weaknesses, attacking opportunities and defending threats).
Whilst developed for a general organisational strategy, it applies equally well to the
marketing strategy.
You might find it useful to think in terms of a strategy representing the overview of how to
get to where you want to be (the vision).
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1b MARKET ANALYSIS

In analysing the market, consider:
●

The market you currently serve and what you can do here

●

The market you will be targeting and the implications

●

The potential market, of which your segment is but a part

●

The future market, ie taking a longer-time horizon
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1b MARKET ANALYSIS
SEGMENTATION
It is impossible to be all things to all people. Therefore, study your proposed markets
and focus on the key parts – the segments – and direct best efforts there.
Segments are defined as: ‘sets of buyers who have similar needs and respond to
marketing offers in similar ways’.
Segments differ depending on the business. A restaurant, for example, might
have the following segments:
●

Lunchtime trade

●

Pre-theatre parties

●

Late night diners

●

‘Families’

●

Weekend meal/special occasion customers

Each will have different needs and will require different marketing (price,
promotion, menu).
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1b MARKET ANALYSIS
SEGMENTATION
Life is complex. Consequently, many buyers fall into several segments, eg cars are
purchased for utility, price, style, speed, ‘coolness’, marque, origin, features (boot size, soft
top), etc; and buyers can be categorised into socio-economic groups, nationality,
residential neighbourhoods, age, etc. This makes it very difficult to focus.
Some brands focus on one segment (eg Aston Martin targets the very rich) whilst others
serve several (eg Ford, VW).
The key is how an organisation views itself – as a high performance, expensive car
manufacturer (Aston Martin) or as vehicle manufacturers producing cars, vans, lorries,
tractors, etc (Ford, GM). This view changes the market and requires a more complicated
strategy or, rather, set of strategies – often brand specific strategies.
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1b MARKET ANALYSIS
SEGMENTATION
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Decide upon what bases you will segment
Analyse the resulting segments and produce a précis of them
Analyse the attractiveness of those segments to you (based on SWOT analysis)
Prioritise them, and select the top ones
Decide which products you will offer to each
Choose the position of the offering(s)
Develop micro-marketing plan for each

Example
‘Diet Coke’ and ‘Coke Zero’ are both zero calorie sodas. However, ‘Zero’ is clearly
targeting men with its masculine design and name, whereas the clean, bright ‘Diet Coke’
targets women, hitting two separate segments.
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